
Shopping for the Best

discover. cook. nourish.



What’s in most 

grocery carts?



How most food is produced

 In “conventional” large-scale industrial systems that 
are designed to minimize production costs and food 
prices, and maximize shelf life

 Thousands of miles away from the stores where it is 
sold

 Made from plants grown with industrial fertilizers, 
herbicides and pesticides 

 Most prepared foods contain texture stabilizers and 
natural or artificial colors, flavors and preservatives

Adapted from Keys to Good Cooking by Harold McGee (Penguin Press, NY, 2010)



Production of animal foods

 Animals are raised indoors, 
or in unnatural and crowded 
environments, and fed things 
they wouldn’t normally eat, 
like fish meal, rendered 
animal remains and waste

 Animals are given antibiotics to control disease caused 
by crowded, unsanitary conditions and unnatural diets

 Animals may be given growth-stimulating hormones

 Most fish and shellfish are produced on fish farms  

Adapted from Keys to Good Cooking by Harold McGee (Penguin Press, NY, 2010)



Conventional food production

 Damages the environment

 Creates antibiotic-resistant bacteria, herbicide-resistant 
weeds, and pesticide-resistant bugs

 Causes unnecessary animal suffering



What alternatives exist?

 Organic: No industrial pesticides or fertilizers, no genetically 
modified crops, few or no additives, minimal use of antibiotics

 Sustainable: No damaging effects on the local or global 
environment or on wild populations

 Humane: Considers the quality of life of farm animals

 Fair: Pays farmers a good price 
and fair wage

 Local: Fewer resources spent on 
transportation. The community’s 
dollars stay in the community



Why are these concepts 
important when choosing food?

Fresh, local, organic



 Nutritionally superior

 Less processing

 Brighter flavors

 More visually appealing

Fresh Food



Locally sourced

 Eating locally supports local growers

 Eating locally keeps us eating seasonally

 Shipping has harmful effects on the produce, the 
economy, and the environment

“Transporting 5 calories' worth of strawberry from California 

to New York costs 435 calories of fossil fuel." (pg. 114) and 

"The average food item set before a U.S. consumer 

traveled 1,300 miles to get there." (pg. 123) 

-- Lily’s Chickens, Small Wonders, Barbara Kingsolver



Organically grown 

 More nutrients in the food

 Fewer chemicals from pesticides and 
insecticides 

 Increased biodiversity of crops 
(healthier crops)

If most farmers used 
organic farming practices, 
carbon emissions would be 

reduced by 10%.



Best to buy 
organic if it’s 
on the “Dirty 
Dozen” list…

It’s okay to buy 
conventional 
fruits and 
veggies on the 
“Clean 15” list…



Seasonality

 Choosing food that is in season gives the year rhythm 
and ritual 

 Eating seasonally puts your body in tune with the climate 
you live in 

 Buying seasonal helps save transportation costs, and helps 
support local farmers

 Use more spices and eat warming slow-cooked foods when 
the weather is cold

 Use more fresh herbs and eat raw, quickly-cooked foods in 
warmer weather



Read labels

 Know what is in the food you are eating

 Don’t eat ingredients that are not recognizable foods

(If you can’t pronounce it, 
look it up!)


